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7UELECTRIC August 11, 1989

William J. Cahill. Jr.
Esecutive Vice Premdent

.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES)
DOCUMENT NOS. 50-445 AND 50-446
ADVANCE FSAR SUBMITTAL FOR FSAR CHAPTER 12
DESCRIPTION AND CONTROL MEASURES FOR THE CS-137

,

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION FACILITY !

REF: TV Electric letter to the NRC logged TXX-89476
dated July 21, 1989

Gentlemen:
g

The enclosure to this letter provides an advanced submittal of FSAR changes
for Chapter 12. These changes are those referred to in the referenced letter. !
The changes are needed as a result of comments from the NRR Radiation ]
Protection Reviewer, Mr. Roger Pederson. Two changes are proposed: 1) |
identification of the special control features for the 5000 Ci Cs-137 source,
and 2) a description of the 5000 C1 Cs-137 facility.

To facilitate NRC staff review of these changes, information related to this
change (enclosure 1) is organized as follows:

i

1. Draft revised FSAR pages, with changed portions indicated by a bar iin the margin (denoted as draft) as they are to appear in a future |

ammendment.

2. Line by line description / justification of each FSAR item revised.

3. A copy of related SER/SSER sections.

4. An index page containing the title " bullets" w ich consolidate and j

categorize similar individual FSAR changes by jsubject and related I
SER section. ),

i

8908170500 890811 +gMPDR ADOCK 05000445 P
A PDC ,

I \
400 North Olive Street LB 81 Dallas, Texas 75201 i I i
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5. A discussion of each " bullet" which includes
.

The bold / overstrike version of the revised FSAR pages
referenced by the description / justification for each item
identified above. The bold / overstrike. version facilitates
review of the revisions by highlighting each addition of
new text in bold type font and overstriking with a . slash
(/) the portion of.the text that is deleted. In some

.

cases, where the bold overstrike version is unavailable, a
hand marked-up version will be provided.

TU Electric requests that the NRC perform an expedited review of these FSAR-
changes and inform us as to their acceptability. 'j

')
Sincerely,

!

/,, eg'

1

William J. Cahill, Jr.

RMR/vid )
Enclosure

c - Mr. R. D. Martin, Region IV I

Resident Inspectors, CPSES (3)
Ms. M. Malloy, NRR-0SP
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Advance FSAR Change Related to the 5000 C1 Cs-137 Calibration Facilty
and

Supporting Documentation

Subject Page

Item i Draft Revised Pages 2-5

Item 2 Description / Justification for All FSAR Changes 6

Ittm 3 Related SER/SSER Pages 7-10

Item 4 Index Page for Bullets 11

Item 5 Description / Justification for Bullets 12-17

|
|
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|6612.2.1.3.6. GAP ACTIVITY RELEASE.

The gap activity is the fraction of core activity that diffuses to the 66

gap between the fuel and cladding. For design basis accidents, the

noble gas and iodine inventory in the fuel gas is assumed to be 10

percent of the core noble gas and iodine inventory, except for Kr-85
which is assumed to be 30 percent. The design basis gap activities
are presented in Table 15.6-8.

12.2.1.4 HyDroduct. Source and Soecial Nuclear Materials
,

Information on the projected types, quantities, forms and uses of
byproduct, source and special nuclear material as defined in 10 CFR
Part 30, 10 CFR Part 40 and 10 CFR Part 70 is provided in Table 12.2-
20.

These radioactive materials are handled in accordance with the DRAFT

controls described in Section 12.5.3.7, " Radioactive Materials

Control". Special attention is given to the 5000 Ci Cs-137 source

useo for calibration of portable radiation detection instrumentation,
including high range instrumentation available for performing surveys
during emergency conditions. This source is located in the Radiation
Protection Calibration Facility and is housed in a Calibration Well
Assembly. The calibration facility, well assembly, shield design,
physical barriers and administrative and procedural controls
associated with this source are discussed in Section 12.5.2.1

12.2.1.5 Assumptions. Calculation Methods and Desion Basis 66

for Contained Radiation Sources 66

Radiation shielding is designed to provide radiation protection for
plant personnel during plant operation at maximum calculated thermal
power and to limit the normal operation radiation levels at the
exclusion area boundary to below those levels allowed for continuous
nonoccupational exposure. The plant is capable of continued safe

i

12.2-11 Draft Version

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - . . _ _ - _ _ _ - - _. .- ___-.
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will be stored at locations that offer convenient' accessibility to the 76

||
~

'

work areas, such as the access control office.

Calibration of all portable and non-portable radiation protection 76
)J

equipment will be performed by Radiation Protection or Chemistry and -j
Environmental personnel except when other station or contract |
personnel are required to calibrate certain items such as magnehelic |
gauges. flow meters, pulse generators, electrometers, or other items

that are beyond the scope of Radiation Protection or Chemistry and
Environmental personnel. Calibration instructions will be written

q

with detailed' records of calibration and maintenance of each 56 |*

instrument maintained at the station. |
1
|

Calibration of portable radiation protection equipment will be 76

performed in the Radiation Protection Calibration Facility (or other
suitable location) or by a qualified vendor. The Radiation
Protection Calit ation Facility is located in the Turbine Building
Annex adjacent to the Unit 1 Turbine Building. This facility
provides a low background environment, a storage area for calibration 56

sources, adequate work space, anc a convenient location.

Calibrations will be performed using radioactive sources traceable to 76

the National Bureau of Standards (N.B.S.) or using transfer
instruments, such as~electrometers, which have been calibrated using
NBS traceable sources. Each instrument will be labeled with a
calibration sticker after it has been successfully calibrated,

j

i

The Radiation Protection Calibration Facility includes a high activity DRAFT |

Cs-137 source (initially about 5,000 Ci in 1983) housed in a |
calibration well assembly. The well assembly provides shielding for
the source and consists of a 30 foot (below grade) vertical well

| containing the calibration source which rests on an elevator
assembly.

|

i

l

i

I
!

12.5-5 Draft Version
!

!
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DRAFT The well assembly is designed to ensurs that radiation exposures to j
individuals in unrestricted areas are in compliance with 10CFR Part )
20. An elevator operating assembly, consisting of a chain and

sprocket assembly with braking ability and a device to indicate the

position of the source, is used to raise, lower or hold the vertical ]

position of the well source elevator assembly. The calibration well
]

assembly also includes five moveable shields mounted in tracks that

are used for establishing desired exposure rates. These shields are

locked to shield the active area above the calibration well during

periods when the Calibration Well Source is not in use. Each shield
. ,

is also equipped with a handle which allows the operator to move the j
'

shields along their tracks without extending any portion of the body

into or over the active area of the Calibration Well.

DRAFT During pcriods when the source is in use, a high radiation area exists !

on the roof of the calibration facility. This area is fenced to

prevent access, posted with appropriate warning signs and equipped
with a warning light that is energized when the source is in use.

There is no formal or routine access to the roof of the facility.

DRAFT The following physical and administrative contro1s are used to prevent
,

,

inadvertent exposures resulting from the Calibration Well Source:
,

|

DRAFT 1. During periods when the Calibration Facility is not attended, the
source is lowered to_its bottom position, and the physical j
barriers designed to prevent access to or operation of the j
Calibration Well Source are locked. These physical barriers j

include locking the elevator assembly hand wheel, locking the ;

moveable shields, and locking the entrance to the well source
;

room. '

DRAFT 2. Warning lights are mounted on the roof of the calibration
facility and in the well source room. These lights are
activated by any movement of the moveable shields from their
stored position or whenever the well source is raised off the

bottom of the calibration well.

Draft Version 12.5-6

m
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3. The well source assembly contains an upper limit stop which | DRAFT
*

prevents the source from being raised above a designated height

that would' result in excessive exposures to the operator and in

|- areas outside of the calibration facility.

|
!

4. All . operations of the Calibration Wel1~ Source are performed in DRAFT

accordance with approved station procedures.

5. .All activities. involving use of the Calibration Well Source DRAFT

require the issuance of a Radiation Work Permit..,

6. Use of the Calibration Well Source is only allowed by. personnel DRAFT

specifically trained and qualified.in its.use..

12.5.2.2 Radiation Protection and Access ' Control Facilities 76

The Radiation Protection and Access control facilities are located in 76-

the Unit I side of the Turbine Building on: Elevation 810'-6". Figure
12.5-1 should be referenced for detafis concerning this area. This 76

area provides office space for Radiatio'n Protection personnel and is
arranged to maintain positive control for entry and exit of personnel

.

and equipment to and from the Radiation Controlled areas (RCA).

12.5-7 Draft Version

_ _ - _ _ _ _ - -
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Enclosure 1-to TXX-89553 DETAILED DESCRIPTION. Pace 1Page 6,of 17, .

FSAR Page
-(as amended) Group Description

112.2-11 2 Change.to identify special control of 5000 Ci Cs-137 1

calibration source
Addition:

Additional information wes requested by the NRR-
Radiation Protection Branch Reviewer to identity
special control measures for the 5000 C1 Cs-137 source

.used in the Intstrument. Calibration Facility, i
FSAR Change Request Number: 89-496.1 )Related SER Section: 12 *

SER/SSER Impact: No
.

: i

1

12.5-5' 2- See Page No(s):6 & 7'
:

Detailed description of 5000 C1 calibration facility
Addition:- k

A description of the 5000 C1 Cs-137 calibration
'

was requested by the NRR Radiation Protection Reviewer.
The description is needed to describe the facility and
measures taken to ensure no overexposure of personnel. !

FSAR Change Request Number: 89-496.2
Related SER Section: 12
SER/SSER Impact: No

.

!

!

|

i
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..( protective storage or mothballing, entombment, dismantling, and combinations

|of these alternatives. These studies will evaluate safety and envire, rentalI

aspects, as well as' the costs of each decommissioning alternative and have
resulted in the publication of two documents applicable to LWRs, NUREG/CR-0572,
" Technology, Safety and Costs of Decommissioning a Reference Boiling Water Reac-

| tor Power Station," and NUREG/CR-0130, " Technology, Safety and Costs of
Decommissioning a Reference Pressur?Ied Water Reactor Power Station.* In
addition,Jthe staff is evaluating the dose commitment for radioactive material
released to unrestricted use from decommissioning of nuclear reactor facilities.
Experience has been gained in the decommissioning of Elk River, Hallam, Fermi 1,
Saxton, Peach Bottom, and numerous smaller test and research reactors. This
experience. was factored into the Battelle Northwest reports. It also will be

used as background information in the modification of. existing regulations and
8 guides on reactor decommissioning and in the development of any new standards

or guides. j
,

q

For Comanche Peak, those design features incorporated by the applicant for j

maintaining occupational radiation exposure ALARA' during plant operation and 1

. maintenance will also serve to maintain radiation exposure ALARA during decom-
missioning operations.

.j

j!12.2 Radiation Sources

The applicant has used radiation source terms based on relevant experience for )
full power operation, shutdown, and offsite exposure to postulated design-casis j
accidents for shield design calculations, personnel protective measures, and( dose assessment for each plant system, according to the amount of activity
present and adjacent zoning and access control. During power operation,1SN, i

Inoble gases and neutrons in containment are the greatest sources for dose rate.
All radioactive sources of the maximum expected airborne concentrations--during
reactor operation and at shutdown--hav'e been tabulated inside major plant build-
ings in frequently occupied areas, and these are due to equipment leakage.
The greater potential for radiation dose rate is from fission products and acti-
vation products, including activated corrosion products. The assumptions and
parameters used in determining leakage calculations are also provided and were
found to be appropriate. for input to shielding calculations and the design
objective for the ventilation system. Source values used are based on the ANSI i

Standard Source Term Specification N237 (1975) and on NUREG-0017 camputer code I

GALE input. Health physics and plant operating experience will be implemented
to ensure that plant personnel will not be exposed to concentrations of air-
borne radioactive materia,1. exceeding those specified in 10 CFR 20 and will be j

maintained at ALARA levels.

Consequently, the source terms used to develop radiation shielding and esti-
mated airborne radioactivity concentrations are acceptable.

I

12.3 Radiation Protection Desion Features

12.3.1 Facility Design Features j

The applicant has addressed facility and eqLipment design considerations, j

f . planning and procedure programs, and techniques and practices employed in the ]

(b overall design for maintaining doses ALARA. The following areas of the FSAR
were reviewed with respect to these features: ;

,

12-3
9
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operations. 'His anhual collective dose equivalent is expected to be in the,

order of 421 man rems.
annually, with particularCurrently operating PWRs average 410 man-rems ter uni
as high u 1300 mar,-rems. plants experiencing an average lifetime annuai cose ,

These dose averag::s are based on widely vaningyearly doses of PWRs.
applicant's value of 421 man-rems per year.Long-term exposures should not significantly exceed the.

The basis for this estimate is
associated with detailed dose estimates by specific tasks for. the. fo11 ewingwork functions: reactor operations and surveillance, routine m intenance
inormal and refueling operations), inservice inspection, special maintenance
(such as, steam generator maintenance, re=ctar coolant pump seal inspection
and repair), waste processing, and_ refueling. The applicant's exposure esti-

. mates are consistent with Regulatory Guide 8.10 and the staff's ALARA policy.Therefore they are acceptable. j
3

12.5 _ Health Physics Pronram
{

~

The applicant's stated policy for radiation protection is to maintain personnel
radiation protection exposures within the provisions of 10 CFR Part 20 and other
applicable regulations and technical specifications and, beyond that, to. keep
exposures ALARA in accordance with Regulatory Guide 8.8, Revision 3, and 8.10
Revision 1-R. ;The Chemistry and Health Physics En
enforce the Comanche Peak health physics program. gineer will implement and {
sibility of the health physics program lies with the Manager, Plant Operations.However the ultimate respon-
The Chemistry and Health Physics Engineer is the Radiation Protection Manager

!

(RPM) at Comanche Peak. Although he does not meet the qualifications for_ the
RPM as specified in Regulatory Guide 1.8, he will be supported by a Health i

Physicist who is Regulatory Guide 1.8 qualified in radiation protection. TheHealth Physicist will also act as backup in the event the RPM is absent from ithe site. The staff finds this to be acceptable.

The Health Physics. group responsibil'ities include:
procedures for controlling radiation d6ses and intakes within the limits ofpreparing and recc= mending
10 CFR Part 20.101 and 103 fbr all rou~ tine and nonroutine' activities; providing
a personnel radiation dosimetry program with commensurate . records; providingradiation surveys of staticn areas and maintaining records of results; assist-
ing in the station training program; providing, maintaining, and calibrating
radiation detection instrumentation; providing, maintaining, and issuing pro-
tective clothing; assisting in shipping and receiving all radioactive materials; i

assisting in decontamination of persohnel and equipment; and being responsible
i

for the respiratory protection program.

The Health Physics staff me#ntains such facilities for conducting routine opera-tions as access control checkpoints, a shielded countin
and swipe- samples, an instrumentation calibration room g room for. counting airfor checking health
physics survey instruments', 'a change room. for. obtaining clean protective cloth-
ing and for removal and handling. contaminated protective clothing after use,and a personnel decontamination room. The counting room will contain a n,ulti- j

channel pulse height analyzer with associated NaI and GeLi detectors, beta gamma;

counter . scalers, and a liquid scintillation counting system for tritium determin-
!

ation.
A thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) reader and associated equipment

will be' located in'the health physics office and will enable prompt processing:iof TLD badges.
|

.

|

*
-- r

.'

;
12-5 '
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Continuing evaluation and review of the radiological status of the stati:n will
be carried cut by Health Physics personnel so that levels of radiation will ce
known at all times in areas where personnel are working. Equipment to be used
fo'r radiation protectica purposes includes portable alpha, beta, gamma, and
neutron survey meters. As a result of staff review questions, the applicant
has increased his proposed portable survey instrument inventory so that he will
have sufficient instrumentation to accommodate the' need to monitor large num-
bers of operations that may be required in radiation areas and high radiation
areas throughout the plant during major maintenance and refueling outages and
for accidents. In arriving at the total number of instruments, the applicant
considered those instruments that were in a calibration, maintenance or inopera-
tive on-the-shelf status. Airborne gaseous, particulate, and iodine samplers
and continuous air monitors and friskers are used at exits from radiation con--

trol areas and to monitor personnel leaving the station. Protective clothing
and respiratory equipment are also used, as required,-to keep exposure ALARA.

All plant personnel are required to wear a TLD as the primary method for
determining beta gamma exposure. Neutrcn dosimetry devices will be issued to
those individuals subject to n utron exposure as required by job assignment.

Pocket dosimeters will be issued as a secondary method for beta gamma dosimetry.
:

| Alarming and integrating devices will be available for those assignments requir-
ing special dosimetry methods. Exposure records for each individual will be
maintained in accordance with Regulatory Guida 8.7. The bicassay program at
Comanche Peak will follow the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.9. The whole body

| f counter will be located at the station for in vivo counting of station personnel,
( visitors, contractors, and so forth. Counting will be conducted on a scheduled|

basis, and other bicassay methods (such as excreta samples) are provided when
deemed necessary.

Health Physics personnel will routinely survey s51ected areas of the plant for
assessing radiation levels, radioactive contamination, and airborne radio-
activity concentrations. These surveys will be performed at a selected

. frequency depending upon location, potential radiation levels, occupancy
factor and station operating status. Areas found to be contaminated will be
barricaded and posted with appropriate warnings before decontamination. Entry
will be controlled by Health Physics personnel. Issuance of Radiation Work
Permits and General Access Permits, by the Chemistry and Health Physics Engineer
or his designated representative, will permit entry and work in radiation and/or
contamination areas, based upon procedural requirements. These permits state
radiation levels in the area, allowable stay times, protective clothing and
respiratory equipment required, and dosimetry and other procedural

|
requirements.

.

| In the FSAR, the applicant has committed to adhering to the following Regu-
latory Guides with respect to operating the radiation protection program:
1.8, 1.21, 1.33, 1.52, 1.69, 1.109, 8.2, 8.4, 8.8, 8.9, 8.10, 8.12, 8.15, and
8.19.

On the basis of the plant health physics-related equipment and procedures and
the applicant's consideration of relevant R'egulatory Guides dealing with radia-

i tion protection and administrative controls for quality control-related
M activities during the operation of the plant (that is, Regulatory Guide 1.33),

12-7
-
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.

the staff concludes that the applicant's health physics pregem will provida
plant persennel with ade:;uaca protsetien cgainst the radiation hazare.s as;;-
ciated with the normal operation of the plant and will limit occupational
exposura ALARA in accordance with 2egulatory Guida 3.3 a:posures as stated in
10 CFR Part 20.

!

O

.

.

.
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|

1
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12.2 Radiation Sources

PRPB 5. Change to identify special control features of the 5000 C1
Cs-137 calibration source.

12.5 Health Physics Program

PRPB 8. Detailed description of the 5000 C1 Cs-137 calibration
facility.

i
, ,

i %

>
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l12.2 Radiation Sources
)
\PRPB 5. Change to identify special control features of the 5000 Ci
iCs-137 calibration source. '

|-

!FSAR Page '
!

.U!$ .a_mpnded) Group Descrintinc

-

12.2-11 2 Change to identify special control of 5000 Ci Cs-137
. . ~ . . _ . . . . _ _ . - - '- calibration source

Addition:
Additional information was requested by the NRR

4Radiation Protection Branch Reviewer to identity
{special control measures for the 5000 Ci Cs-137 source
Jused in the Intstrument Calibration Facility. ~

FSAR Change Request Number: 89-496.1
Related SER Section: 12
SER/SSER Impact: No

1

i
i
.

|

. . - _ - _.-__----w
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|6612.2.1.3.6 GAP ACTIVITY RELEASE'

The gap activity is the fraction of core activity that diffuses to the 66

gap between the fuel and cladding. For design basis accidents, the

noble gas and iodine inventory in the fuel gas is' assumed to be 10 ;

percent of the core noble gas and' iodine inventory, except for Kr-85
which is assumed to be 30 percent. The design basis gap activities i

are presented in Table 15.6-8.

12.2.1.4 Byoroduct. Source and Special Nuclear Materials
, ;

|

)
Information on the projected types, quantities, forms and uses of

'

byproduct. source and special nuclear material as defined in 10 CFR ]
Part 30, 10 CFR Part 40 and 10 CFR Part 70 is provided in Table 12.2 - I
20.

These radioactive materials are handled in accordance with the j

controls described in Section 12.5.3.7, " Radioactive Materials I

Control". Special attention is given to the 5000 C1 Cs-137 source

used for calibration of portable radiation detection instrumentation,
including high range instrumentation available for performing surveys
during emergency conditions. This source is located in the Radiation
Protection Calibration Facility and is housed in a Calibration Well
Assembly. The calibration facility, well assembly, shield design,
physical barriers and administrative and procedural controls

associated with this source are discussed in Section 12.5.2.1

12.2.1.5 Assumptions. Calculation Methods and Desian Basis 66

for Contained Radiation Sources 66

Radiation shielding is designed to provide radiation protection for
plant personnel during plant operation at maximum calculated thermal

| power and to limit the normal operation radiation levels at the
exclusion area boundary to below those levels allowed for continuous
nonoccupational exposure. The plant is capable of continued safe

12.2-RE II
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12.5. Health Physics Program

PRPB B.
Detailed description.of.the 5000 Ci Cs-137 calibrationfacility.

FSAR Page
las amended) Group Description

9

12.5-5 2 See Page No(s):6.& 7
.

.

Detailed description of 5000 Ci calibration facility
Addition: 'j

A description of the 5000 Ci Cs-137 calibration*

was requested ~ by. the NRR Radiation Protection Reviewer..
The description is needed.to describe the facility and
measures taken to ensure no overexposure of personnel.

FSAR Change Request Number: 89-496.2
Related SER Section: 12
SER/SSER Impact: No

9

9

.

.

_

i

l
:
!
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will be stored at locations that offer convenient accessibility to the 76*-

'

work areas, such as the access control office.

|
Calibration of all portable and non-portable radiation protection 76 |
equipment will be performed by Radiation Protection or Chemistry ann!!
Environmental personnel except when other station or contract

personnel are required to calibrate certain items such as magnehelic
'

j

gauges, flow meters, pulse generators, electrometers, or other itens 1

that are beyond the scope of Radiation Protection or Chemistry and
Environmental personnel. Calibration instructions will be written

with detailed records of calibration and maintenance of each' 56 !
--

instrument maintainers at the station.

Calibration of portable radiation protection equipment will be 76 '

performed in the Radiation Protection Calibration Facility (or other i

suitable location) or by a qualified vendor. The Radiation

Protection Calibration Facility is located in the Turbine Building

Annex adjacent to the Unit 1 Turbine Building. This facility

provides a low background environment, a storage area for calibration 56

sources, adequate work space, and a convenient location.
Calibrations will be performed using radioactive sources traceable to 76

the National Bureau of Standards (N.B.S.) or using transfer
instruments, such as electrometers, which have been calibrated using

,

i
NBS traceable sources. Each instrument will be labeled with a j

calibration sticker after it has been successfully calibrated. I
')

i

The Radiation Protection Calibration Facility includes a high activity |

Cs-137 source (initially about 5,000 Ci in 1983) housed in a
calibration well assembly. The well assembly provides shielding for

-

the source and consists of a 30 foot (below grade) vertical well
.]

containing the calibration source which rests on an elevator assembly. |
i
!
|

|
|

'

i

!

12.5-5 Bold /0verstrike
Version !

*
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The well assembly is designed to ensure that radiation' exposures to j
'

-

individuals ir; unrestricted areas are in compliance with 10CFR Part

I- 20. - An elevator operating assembly, consisting of a chain'and
'

sprocket assembly with braking ability and a device to indicate the

position of.the source, is used to raise, lower or hold the vertical

| position of the well source elevator assembly. The calibration well

assembly also includes five moveable shields mounted in tracks that

are used for' establishing desired exposure rates. These shields are

.

locked to shield the active area above the calibration well during

|, periods when the Calibration Well Source is not in use. Each shield

| 'is also equipped with a handle which allows the operator to move the
shields along their tracks without extending any portion of the be #

into or over the active area of the Calibration Well.

During periods when the source is in use, a high radiation area exists
-)

on the roof of the calibration facility. This area is fenced to {

prevent access, posted with appropriate warning signs and equipped' l

with a warning light that is energized when the source is in use.

There is no formal or-routine access to-the roof of the facility.

The following physical and administrative controls'are used to prevent
inadvertent exposures resulting from the Calibration Well Source:

| 1. During periods when the Calibration Facility is not attended, the
source is lowered to its bottom position, and the physical
barriers designed to prevent access to or operation of the
Calibration Well Source are locked. -These physical barriers
include locking the elevator assembly hand wheel, locking the
moveable shields, and locking the entrance to the well: source

room. - '

2. Warning lights are mounted on the roof of the calibration

facility and in the well source room. These lights are activated
by any movement of the moveable shields from their stored

position or whenever the well source is raised off the bottom of
the calibration well.
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3. The well source assembly contains an upper limit stop which*

prevents the source from being raised above a designated height
that would result in excessive exposures to the operator and in
areas outside of the calibration facility.

4. All operations of the Calibration Well Source are performed in
accordance with approved station procedures.

5. All activities involving use of the Calibration Well Source
require the issuance of a Radiation Work Permit.,

6. Use of the Calibration Well Source is only allowed by personnel
i specifically trained and qualified in its use.

12.5.2.2 Radiation Protection and Access Control Facilities 76

The Radiation Protection and Access control facilities are located in 76

the Unit I side of the Turbine Building on Elevation 810*-6". Figure
12.5-1 should be referenced for details concerning this area. This 76

area provides office space for Radiation Protection personnel and is
arranged to maintain positive control for entry and exit of personnel

,

and equipment to and from the Radiation Controlled areas (RCA).
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